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BELIEVE

GROW

SERVE

CHANGE YOUR WORLD

The heartbeat of The Chapel has always been to see life transformation in 
people. This word REVIVE refers to the transformation a person experiences 
when they encounter the supernatural work of God in their lives. We accomplish 
this through the grace of God by helping people…

Revival begins when a person comes to a saving faith in Jesus Christ, who through His 
life, death, and resurrection, proved that He is the Savior and King of the world, worthy 
of our trust and worship.

Revival grows deeper when we draw closer to God through the reading of His Word, 
prayer, regular fellowship with one another, and by submitting to the will of the Holy 
Spirit in our lives.

Revival is expressed when God’s people cheerfully give of their time, talents, and 
treasures for the building up of the body of Christ.

Revival spreads when God’s people share their faith with others with character and 
care, willing to go wherever God leads them.



“I started playing guitar in church and I started to 
recognize that it was God that gave me all of my love 
for music, since He designed me that way, before I 
was born. But it’s been 20 some years now that I’ve 
been playing in churches throughout the country, and 
I can’t imagine life without doing worship and giving 
back in some small way. When I hear people say, ‘I 
love to watch you play in church,’ or, ‘I love to see the 
joy you have when you play guitar in church,’ there’s 
nothing better than that. And I’ve played hundreds 
of shows in front of thousands of people, but there’s 
nothing like worship. There’s nothing like giving back 
to God.”
Greg Titzer, Chapel Worship Member



WELCOMING 
ENVIRONMENT

People decide within a few 
minutes of entering a church 
if they are returning. We want 
to make sure our lobby gives 
our visitors a welcoming 
environment for a good first 
impression.

We are specifically working 
with top professionals on 
creating the most up to date 
feel that will help us reach 
the next generation.

This project will tie in our new 
Children’s Commons area 
with our existing Lobby. Our 
desire is to make our 
connecting spaces visually 
and functionally uniform.

NEXT 
GENERATION

VISUALLY
UNIFORM

LOBBY PLAN



By making the transition 
to fixed seating inside of 
our worship center, we 
increase our capacity by 
clearly defining our seating 
spaces.

We are transforming the 
worship center seating in 
a way that orients people’s 
focus toward the stage in 
order to enhance our worship 
experience.

Updated Sound, Lighting, 
and Projection will give us 
greater flexibility and 
excellence in our services, 
programs, and concerts.

CLEAR 
SEATING

BETTER 
SIGHTLINES

IMPROVED 
TECHNOLOGY

WORSHIP CENTER PLAN



YOUR ROLE

The chart below illustrates how we can 
accomplish the goal of revitalizing our worship 
center and surrounding spaces through one-
time gifts and 3-year pledge commitments that 
allow us to remain debt-free. It also shows that 
it will take your participation to reach our goal. 

REVIVE relies on you to play a vital role in 
the future of The Chapel.

Per-Family Total Gift

$2,500 120 Families [$833/year]

60 Families [$1,666/year]

15 Families [$8,333/year]

9 Families [$16,666/year]

5 Families [$25,000/year]

3 Families [$50,000/year]

1 Family [$100,000/year]

1 Family [$150,000/year] Estimated Total: $3.6 Million

$5,000

$25,000

$50,000

$75,000

$150,000

$300,000

$450,000

3-Year Commitment from Family Unit

Every gift will make a difference. This is a 
perfect opportunity to come together as a 
family and demonstrate cheerful giving. God 
values the heart of the giver more than the 
size of the gift.

$1,250 240 Families [$416/year]

30 Families [$3,333/year]$10,000



NEXT STEPS
For the first time in the history of The Chapel, we 
are debt free with no looming major projects on the 
horizon. I would love to see us in this same position 
three years from now where our revived lobby and 
worship center are filled with people on the path to 
spiritual revival in their lives.
 
This is an important goal that is going to take every 
single one of us that calls The Chapel home. As your 
pastor, I am asking for you to join us in this effort in 
two ways:
 
1. Pray and discuss your possible commitment to 
this project with your family.

2. Come March 19th ready to fill out a commitment 
card.

Pastor Brandon Holler
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